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OUR HISTORY

The public organization «Civil initiative» was registered for the
first time on May, 5th, 2004 under the name «Human rights centre of
the Chuvash Republic». However by 2009 there was a significant
updating of team of the noncommercial association members. There
were also new ideas together with the new members. General
council of members has decided to expand a line of business
considerably. Resulting this appeared a necessity to change the
name, and consequently – to undergo state re-registration.
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The re-registration was finished on
March, 5th, 2009 and this date became the
second birthday of our organization. Having
rich design history, wide friendly and
business relationship, we have not got in an
endless loop of the past, but are directed in
the future.



MISSION & AIMS

Our mission – assistance to mutual understanding and interaction
development between state bodies and society, to active
participation of citizens in governing, to development of local
government and democratic traditions of civil society.

Our aims - assistance to satisfaction of requirements of society in
social, cultural, spiritual development, maintenance of ecologically
clean conditions of life, patriotic upbringing of citizens, maintenance
of law and order; assistance to forward development of the
economic initiative and independence, increase of level of financial
wealth of citizens; formation of custom of effective interaction of
society and the state focused on accelerated social, cultural,
economic and political development of Russia, assisting the country
in its return into the list of top-countries of the world.
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«Chuvash Republic – 3000: high technologies of the future» as
part of its mission; promotion of resource-saving and non-
polluting technologies introduction- «Ecology in work of
enterprises of small and middle business»; long-term project
realization «Open legal Clinic" Right "is continued.
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In 2009 the public organization «Civil

initiative» implemented projects of

development of children's and youthful

scientific and technical creativity of

pupils and students of educational

institutions

DRAFTS
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RESEARCHES

and «Research on infrastructure of professional training and retraining of
personnel, demand for experts in Chuvash Republic», and also research
on opinion of the population concerning labour migration outwards
Chuvash Republic; monitoring of employment of establishments of initial
vocational training graduates and satisfaction of the population with
quality of the state-funded carried out by establishments of initial

vocational training.
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Department of social research executed

within 2009 : social researches on themes

«Study of opinion of establishments of

vocational training graduates of different

years concerning satisfaction with the

quality of education and its conformity to

requirements of the organizations of the
Chuvash Republic»
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SUPPORT of the BUSINESS
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As part of the project on help for the

unemployed implementation, activization of

self-employment and development of small

and middle business a series of free

seminars and individual consultations

aimed to improve professional skill of

founders, chiefs and employees of credit
cooperation was conducted.
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MEDIA

relations with editorial staff of sites of Public Chamber of
Russian Federation, agency for social information, portals
nko.ru and ngo.ru, editorial staff of newspapers «Rossiyskaya
gazeta», «Sovetskaya Chuvashia», "Grani", «Samraksen
khasache», National radio and broadcasting company of
Chuvash republic are adjusted.
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Large and important work is

conducted by department of

public relations. In 2009

employees of department created

regularly support the public

organization site «Civil initiative»
www.ciin.ru, co-working
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PUBLIC CHAMBER OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION

Thanks to harmonious actions and a united position of public men
of the republic, for the first time in history of Public Chamber it has
a representative of Chuvash republic – the Mufti, Chairman of
spiritual Counsel of Moslems Albir Khazrat Krganov which had been
put forward by our organization.
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The public organization «Civil initiative» plays

an active part in interpublic dialogue and

interaction of nonprofit organizations. Thus, we

have taken the most active part in campaign for

promotion of candidates from NGO the

Chuvash Republic in to Public Chamber of the
Russian Federation of the third convocation.
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PARTNERSHIP
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During last year we have considerably strenthened interaction with

authorities. Joint projects with the Ministry on Education and youth

policy and the Ministry of Economics and trade of Chuvash Republic

have been implemented. The support of projects of the organization

was declared by the Ministry of Justice and State department of

employment of Chuvash Republic. Reliable business relationship

with Chuvash Republic President Office and the Ministry of natural

resources and ecology are established. Cooperation with the deputy

of the State Duma of Russian Federation, honoured rank of Hero of

Russia, pilot and astronaut Nikolay Mihajlovich Budarin who renders

"Chuvashiya - 3000" invaluable service in implementation of the

project of activization of children's and youthful scientific and

technical creativity «Chuvashiya-3000: high technologies of the

future».
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

Strong co-working relations with not government organisation
«PUM – Netherlands senior experts» are established, the
seminar «Ecology in work of enterprises of small and middle
business» is held, the joint project on development in of
ecologically clean business and to promotion of "green" way of
life is developed.
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In 2009  «the Civil 

initiative» public 

organisation cooperation 

with foreign colleagues 
received new impulse. 
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CASES IN 2010
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The year 2010 promises to become even more intense

for us. The public organisation «Civil initiative» plans

continuation of work of long-term projects of open legal

Clinic "Right" and activization of development of

children's and youthful scientific and technical creativity

«Chuvashiya – 3000: high technologies of the future».

This year to us, together with the Ministry of natural

resources and ecology of Chuvashiya and a

nongovernmental organisation «PUM – Netherland

senior experts». It is necessary to finish project

development «Ecology in work of enterprises of small
and middle business» and to begin its implementation.
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CASES IN 2010
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Project on help for the unemployed, activization of self-

employment and development of small and middle business

«Start-up plus» is already working. As part of education of

patriotism and tolerance it is necessary to carry out events

«Large flag of large country» by Independence Day of

Russia and "Recollect, understand, remind", devoted to the

Victory 65 anniversary in the Great Patriotic War (World

War II). Development of new directions of activity is

planned. In the field of development of culture and

spirituality of the republic citizens the project «Chuvash

rainbow» is prepared. There is a project in the field of

propagation of the healthy way of life prepared for

implementation.
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REPORTING
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In 2009 the basic sources of financing of public organisation «Civil

initiative» was state-budgetary financing (grants), and also donations

of the organisations on authorised activity. According to article of law

29 of the Federal law№ 82-FZ «About public associations» the

report on use of property of public organisation «Civil initiative» is

accessible to acquaintance at organisation office.

«Civil initiative» tax and the public organisation accounts are
granted in taxing authority on the organisation place of registration.
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